CYAN ROUTE TO MOELING VILLAGE
Finding the entrance to the cyan route:
 From Maliba Boom, at 7,2km’s, look for a small quarry on the left cut
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into the mountainside
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 The quarry is followed by a couple of sharp bends
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 At 7,9km’s there is a sharp bend to the left and a short section of road that
has been fixed (black tar section)
 At 8km’s there is a track going off to the left, parallel to the tar – there are no other landmarks so drive slow and
keep your eyes open
Small quarry on left of road

Entrance to Moeling Village

PINK ROUTE VIA HA MOAHLOLI VILLAGE
Finding the entrance to the pink route:
 From Maliba Boom, at 9,6km’s, look for a few grey brick (not mud) houses on the left
 At 9,9km’s there is a speed bump in the road and the entrance to the pink route is directly opposite this
 The entrance is a short, steep uphill, very slippery in wet conditions – low range is essential and rather than
damage the track that is used daily by villagers, opt for one of the trails with an easier entrance
Entrance to Moahloli Village

RED ROUTE VIA HA KHOJANE
Finding the start of the trail:
 From Maliba Boom, travel 11,5km’s and be on the look out for an entrance on the left
 The entrance is at 11,7km’s and marked by a grey, brick building (bigger than normal) and very faded signs posts
to St Dominic Scool
 Turn left and follow the road for 1km where there will be a split in the road
 Keep to the right and follow the trail to Ha Khojane Village

GREEN ROUTE VIA SAKALEFUBELU
Finding the start of the trail:
 Travel 11,7km from Maliba boom and look for a small bridge (storm water pipe) crossing the ditch on the left hand
side of the road
 This bridge is the entrance to Sakalefubelu village

BLUE ROUTE TO LENTSOANENG
Finding the start to the blue trail:
 Zero the odometer at Maliba Boom
 Travel 23km’s and look out for a pull-over on the left hand side of the road – from here look out for the entry to
the blue route to the left of the road
 Travelling from Maliba the entry is in a bend to the left – travel slowly and look carefully for the “Butha-Buthe
Funeral Services” sign on the right
 Directly next to the Butha-Buthe sign is a speed bump in the road
 Cross the speed bump and turn immediately left into Kramele Village (if you reach Sentry Supermarket on the left,
you have travelled too far)
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